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Across 

5.    The devoted friend who Dr. Praetorius fiercely  
       protects  
6.    Dr. Praetorius explained in his hearing that he was  
       given Shunderson's "body" because he was  
       keeping company with a lady who happened to be  
       the _______ 's daughter and he knew that Noah  
       wanted a cadaver of his own.  
8.    Dr. Praetorius and Shunderson put this in  
       Shunderson's cheap wooden coffin so that no one  
       would know that he was still alive. (two words)  
9.    Margaret Hamilton is best known for playing this  
       role in The Wizard of Oz (five words)  
12.  A branch of medicine that deals with the diseases  
       and routine physical care of the reproductive  
       system of women, Dr. Praetorius specializes in this  
       branch of medicine  
13.  " I consider _____ properly injected into a patient  
       as effective in maintaining life as Adrenaline, and  
       a belief in miracles has been the difference  
       between living and dying as often as any surgeon's  
       scalpel," Doctor Praetorius said.  
16.  Deborah cried because she loved Noah and also  
       because she "went and put all those candles on  
       that cake when you're really only ____ years old."  
17.  Dr. Praetorius could be described this way; not  
       conforming to established doctrine  
20.  People Will Talk was directed by Joseph __________  
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Down 

1.    Containing a developing embryo, fetus, or unborn 
       offspring within the body 
2.    Walter Slezak also played the part of Baron Von  
       Luber in this 1942 Cary Grant movie (four words)  
3.    Professor Barker ( Walter Slezak) plays this  
       instrument (two words)  
4.    "Our American mania for sterile packages has  
       removed the flavor from most of our foods - that  
       there was never a perfume like an old-time grocery  
       store. Now they smell like ___________ ," Dr.  
       Praetorius says. (two words)  
7.    Curt Goetz's play and film, "_________________ ,"  
       was used by Mankiewicz as the basis for the  
       screenplay for People Will Talk. (two words)  
10.  Referring to the birth of Deborah's baby (who he  
       didn't father) Noah said, "Comes the dawn I'll  
       stand on that window sill and _____ ."  
11.  Deborah gives her husband, Noah, an elaborate  
       electric _________ for his birthday (two words)  
14.  Doctor Noah Praetorius said, "Professor Elwell, you  
       are the only man I know who can say 'malignant'  
       the way other people say '_____!'  
15.  Noah does this for the hospital orchestra  
18.  Miss Crain attracts Dr. Praetorius's attention when  
       she ______ during a classroom lecture.  
19.  During the early days of his practice, Dr.  
       Praetorius dispensed medical advice in the guise  
       of a _______ .  


